Seeds!

Thistle Seed in the wind

Pioneer, paratrooper, missionary of the gospel seed,
Discoverer, skylarker, parable of solitude,
Where is the mathematics, wisp, to tell your chance?
If when you fall you fail,
Are lost at last and die,
At least you will have made the great voyage out,
Your sun-saluting sail alone on the blue-ocean sky.
Hail, voyager, hail!

Robert Francis (1901-1987)

Greetings Gardeners, and Appreciators of Our Natural World!
As a child, I don’t recall having ever planted a seed—though I must have, if even as a
school project?—yet flowers were everywhere! Each May, my mother and sister and I
planted flowers from the nursery: pansies, petunias, marigolds, impatiens. In other small
gardens surrounding our little house bloomed peony, geranium, lily of the valley,
forsythia, Annabelle hydrangea, lilac. My father kept a tomato plant behind the house
when he was older.
No one in my family ever talked about seeds. Looking back, my grandmother Lillian, my
father’s mother, must have planted from seed. She designed and grew beautiful, abundant
wildflower pollinator gardens all throughout her yard. My father grew up on a produce
farm where they grew everything from seed. Grandmother Jennie’s gardens were alive
with roses, tulips, daisies, tiger lilies. Her own mother—my mother’s grandmother— was
an impressive gardener, especially of tall and elegant roses that climbed the trellises. Did
she sow those from seed?!

Grandmother Lillian

My mother’s grandmother with her roses

I know most of you are more accomplished gardeners than myself. Though it’s obvious
where my interest in growing gardens comes from, it has taken me years to learn to plant
from seeds. Well, it is never too late in one’s life to experience wonder!

Putting in the Seed
You come to fetch me from my work to-night
When supper's on the table, and we'll see
If I can leave off burying the white
Soft petals fallen from the apple tree.
(Soft petals, yes, but not so barren quite,
Mingled with these, smooth bean and wrinkled pea;)
And go along with you ere you lose sight
Of what you came for and become like me,
Slave to a springtime passion for the earth.
How Love burns through the Putting in the Seed
On through the watching for that early birth
When, just as the soil tarnishes with weed,
The sturdy seedling with arched body comes
Shouldering its way and shedding the earth crumbs.
Robert Frost
Frost was a frequent visitor to Fort Juniper, the Amherst home of poet Robert Francis.
Surely, he would have seen Francis’s small herb garden, and maybe Frost talked a little
bit about his farming days? We know they talked a great deal about poetry.
Today, I’d like to introduce you to Sefra Alexandra— The Seed Huntress!—who is going
to tell us all about seeds! She will be explaining The Ecotype Project that is underway in
Connecticut: what it is, and why it’s so important. She will also share with us a little bit
about her own childhood influences, and her journey to seeds! “Hail, voyager, hail!”
Happy planting! And take good care,
Sally
Sally Nacker
Reference Library Assistant
Seed Library, Seed Club, Gardening Lecture Series,
Exploring Our Natural World Lecture Series
Norwalk Public Library
1 Belden Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850
snacker@norwalkpl.org
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organic, saved seeds

The Ecotype Project
Sefra Alexandra

Hello! I am Sefra Alexandra- The Seed Huntress- on an
expedition to safeguard the seeds of our farms & forests!
Seeds are ancient embryos that hold all the knowledge from
time immemorial for all future generations. The technology
embedded in one tiny seed is the most exquisite technology

on the planet, able to adapt to changing climates in order to
feed and shelter humans and all creatures of the wilds!
However, we find ourselves in “a pinch of time” where, due
to man-made and natural disasters, we are seeing a drastic
erosion of our genetic biodiversity. As a caretaker and
steward of seeds, I have dedicated my professional career to
protecting these arcs of diversity- our greatest tools of
resilience in the face of changing environments.

Seed Conservation

Ex situ, in situ
1)

ex situ: off-site. Preserving seeds outside of their
natural habitat, often in vaults such as the Svalbard
Global Seed Vault.

2) in situ: in place—living seed banks. This is by far the
best method of seed preservation because the plants
are continually adapting to their climate, soils,
pollinators, etc.. Our natural landscapes are “living seed
banks” that regenerate flora on wild lands, and support
wildlife habitat. The Ecotype Project was established in
an effort to proliferate and protect these living seed
banks in order to restore native pollinator habitat in
Connecticut & beyond.

What is the Ecotype Project?

The Ecotype Project is a plant-and-place based approach to
land stewardship, and agrarian resilience, in the Northeast.

Our goal is to foster an ecological Green Corridor, planted
with native plants that support local pollinators and overall
ecosystem health.



The Problem: Connecticut’s changed landscape
(meadows that have been turned into lawns, farmlands
that have been turned into subdivisions) poses a threat
to our food production. Crops rely on a robust
population of pollinators to bring them into existence.
Pollinators rely on native plants. 19% of Connecticut’s
native plants are listed as endangered; the remaining
populations are declining: therefore, we are facing a
decline in our pollinator populations.



The Solution: Ecoregions. “Ecoregions are
geographical regions that are characterized by specific
ecological patterns, including soil health, flora and
fauna, climatic conditions, among other factors”
(https://globalforestatlas.yale.edu/ecoregions). They
reference a map created by the Environmental
Protection Agency that draws loose boundaries— not
by state lines, but rather by natural community and

habitat congruence. In Connecticut, we are Ecoregion
59 which spans from New York City and runs along the
coast to the bottom of Maine.
Plants within “59” are adapted and suitable to be
proliferated throughout this ecoregion.

Ecotype

An ecotype references the specific genetics of a plant from a
specific place. For example, even though you may find the
same species of flower in Tennessee as you do in Norwalk,
Connecticut, the genetics and adaptations may be
completely different.

Why Does This Matter?

We don't want to tarnish the wild genetics with foreign seed.
Just as we select the heirlooms that we like for taste—and by what
grows well where we are—our insect friends have made their own
selections! As we plant our “pollinator pathways,” we want to make
sure we are putting the right plants in the right place, and at the right
time—for them!
Save the pollinators!

How Do We Do It?
We are working with botanists to “wild collect” target pollinator plants
that we locally grow for seed on organic farms (including the

Hickories Farm in Ridgefield). Then, we work with nurseries (Planter’s
Choice, this year) to make the Ecotype plants available to you!

We are facilitating a new industry that will truly germinate a
regenerative model of restoration!

How I Came to be the Seed Huntress!

My twin brother and I grew up going to survival school with the great
naturalist Tom

Brown, Jr.. From an early age we were fortified with

the knowledge that the wilderness provides you with all the tools you
could ever need, and is the true luxury accommodation. In nature,
you learn the ancient skills of tracking, shelter building, and foraging.
The wonder of the wilds fortified me with an eternal wanderlust for the
magic of the outdoors.

My deep fascination in nature and its patterns and principles has led
me to study the regenerative design methodologies of permaculture.
If we look at nature, we realize that there is no “waste.”
I went on to study at ecovillages across our country, in Scotland and
beyond, that use all sustainable design practices to create intentional
communities that radiate the principles of permaculture, self
sufficiency & living with nature rather than against it. While at the
majestic Big Sur Hot Springs education center Esalen in California,
studying to become a certified Permaculture Teacher, my eyes
opened to the sacred world of seed saving!

My Dream
My dream is that each of us will never look at seeds the
same again; that we will all honor their regal majesty & truly
embody the responsibility of what it means to reap what we
sow.

Save Seeds - Seeds Save!

